Materials Needed:

- One Snow Bud Truly McKenna Art Print Panel
- One 9” square of backing fabric
- One 9” square of Bosal’s Heat Moldable Plus (double-sided fusible and moldable interfacing)
- Sheet of Parchment Paper at least 10” by 10” or Teflon Sheet
- Microtex Needles 90/14
- 2 bowls (use 2 of any of the following shapes – try Corelle bowls)

Preparing Panel and Template:

- Trim Art Print Panel to a 9” square
- Make a template of the attached scalloped circle on card stock or template plastic

Assembly Directions:

1. Cover your ironing board with parchment paper or a Teflon Sheet. Place the Heat Moldable Plus on top.
2. Place backing fabric square, right side up, on top of interfacing, matching edges. Fuse with a steam iron. Let cool. When cool, peel square from parchment paper.
3. Next, with fusible side up, place Art Print Panel on top, matching edges and fuse. Let cool.
4. To add a decorative touch to your bowl, following McKenna’s original quilting lines, stitch around the snowman, scarf, trees or animals on the Art Print Panel.
5. Using the scalloped edge template, center the panel and trace onto your stitched square.
6. Cut out the shape, being careful at the inner corners.
7. Satin stitch around the outside edge twice or more to create a finished edge.
   - In the first round, use a 3.5 wide and .50 long zigzag stitch.
   - In the second round, use a 4.0 wide and .35 long zigzag stitch. Use this setting for additional rounds.
8. To mold and shape the bowl, place one bowl right side up on your ironing board close to the Art Print Panel and have the second bowl nearby.
9. Iron your finished piece with a steam iron. It should become the consistency of a thick pie crust.
10. Immediately place it, centered, in the first bowl. Place the second bowl on top and push down to mold. Hold it for about 30 seconds.
11. Don’t like the way it came out? Just flatten your bowl, iron it again and repeat the molding process. It can be flattened and remolded as many times as you wish.
12. To store, just iron it flat and remold it when you are ready to use it again.

**Bowl made with Flanged Soup Bowl**
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**Bowl made with Deep Soup Bowl**
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Scalloped Edge Template